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Please take a moment to switch your cell 

phones to VIBRATE.  

 

 

 

 

Please bring a laptop or tablet to follow 

along online 

 
 



FTS OFFICE LOCATIONS 
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Administrative Functions at FTS 
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…Old Proverb… “The 

Job Isn’t Finished 

Until The Paperwork 

(electronic or other) is 

Done.” 



To All Providers:  
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We recently had an audit by Access and they noted multiple deficiencies. According 

to them, 0/2 initial evaluations and 1/14 medication management notes were in full 

compliance. There were some issues they identified as errors which are being 

challenged, but there still remain multiple deficiencies in the notes. I want to 

emphasize that almost all of the deficiencies are the result of not including a specific 

item Medicaid requires and do not reflect clinical issues. 

  

Of the 2 psych evaluations, 1 was cited for not including trauma hx (information 

was included but not specifically labeled, and both were cited for not including 

"personal strengths" and "summary of findings". These items must be specifically 

included.  

  

  

 



To All Providers:  
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The med management notes had a number of issues identified. They all were cited for missing 

labs. All but 1 were cited for missing "indications". All medications prescribed must have an 

indication. I think it would be easiest to include that information when writing the prescription 

but it could be anywhere in the note. The other commonly cited issue was not mentioning 

contraindications but that is now addressed in the patient education and as long as that section 

is completed should not be a problem in the future. Comments regarding labs will be added to 

the patient education section to ensure auditors can find it but any significant results should 

continue to be discussed in the note.  

 

Again, this audit was not looking at clinical issues but was checking to see that all Medicaid 

required information was present. If the information is not present, then payment may be 

denied. In order to avoid that, it is essential that all required information be present. The 

attached information, contains the specific Medicaid requirements and information regarding 

changes in IOS templates to help capture the required information. 
 

  

 



Review of Medical Records 
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IPE Review 

Missing trauma hx, strengths, summary of findings.  

 

Missing strengths, summary of findings 

Med Mgt Review 

Missing labs, indications, contraindications, and risks. 

 

Missing labs, indications, contraindications 

 

Missing indications 

 

Missing labs and indications 

 

Missing labs 



Auditor Comments 
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Some med. mgmt. notes had 'interactions' listed as being discussed. Gave credit for this as  

'contraindications', but consider clarifying this or just actually writing 'contraindications' like other 

notes had listed. 

Some HE Notes (health examinations?) mentioned whether labs were ordered or due, so credit could 

be given on med mgmt note, some med mgmt notes actually discussed labs on the note itself- consider 

making this regular practice. 



Adjusted online IPE encounters 
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Adjusted online Medication 

Managemnt encounters 
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Literature Revewiw 
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Med MGT minimum requirements 

that must be Reflected in 

documentaiton.  
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Questions 
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